Innocastle – SHM 2 – 191126

Date: 2019/11/26
Location: Visitor center Landscape Park Bulskampveld
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Representatives of:
Kasteel van Bellem
Blekkersbos - Bosmans
Lippensgoed
Klein kasteel
Hogent – Kask
Kasteel De Roo
Gruuthuyse
Menas - Blekkervijver
Reedpool
Bloemendaele
Wildenburg
Bloemendaele
Kasteel van Bellem - bos
Hoogveld
Hogent – Kask
Hogent – Kask

Introduction round
Introduction presentation
Goal of the meeting
Conversation in 2 groups
Summary
Reception

This meeting is organised in the context of het Interreg Europe project called Innocastle. Through this meeting we want
to understand the different aspects connected to the ownership and the management of a historical estate better. We
contacted 22 estates situated within the Landscape park Bulskampveld through standard mail and contacted where
possible through e-mail and phone. The two ‘Bosgroepen’ active within the Bulskampveld region helped to contact the
owners. The meeting was attended by thirteen owners or managers of which two are active just outside the Landscape
park. Eleven attendees are owners of a historical estate and two are managers. The two managers are connected to the
two domains open to the general public (Lippensgoed and Menas). Because we limited invitations to the owners and
managers of a historical estate, we could approach the evening from their point of view. There was room for in depth
talks and the participants could talk more freely about all the aspects connected to the management of a historical estate.
While it was good to limit this meeting to one stakeholder group, it is our intention to actively seek dialogue in future
meetings again.

This meeting was held in Dutch and the quotes used below are translations by the author.
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After the introduction and starting presentation the group was divided in two smaller groups. In these smaller
groups, discussions were held around three general themes and several connected questions. These themes
functioned as a starting point for an open conversation and debate. It was not our intention to receive direct
answers on all these questions as such. The debates were recorded, and these recordings were used to code
the debates on recurrent themes.
Estate
- How is the management of the estate perceived?
- How do you look at the future of the estate?
- Who or what can help you realise this future or realise a positive change?
- How is the contact with the different governmental institutions?
- What types of policy instruments have an influence on the estate?
- Is your estate publicly accessible and do you see a possible change in the future?
- What is your experience with a generation switch?
Heritage
- How do you perceive the heritage on the estate?
- Do you understand the landscape as heritage or as important for the heritage in the region?
- How to upgrade the present heritage?
- What is your experience with the Agency of Immovable Heritage?
- Do you have experience with other heritage institutions and NGO’s?
Landscapepark Bulskampveld
- Are you familiar with the Landscape park?
- What is the added value of the Landscape park?
- How do you perceive your relationship with the community?
- How do you perceive your relationship with the landscape?
- How do you perceive the cooperation between estates??
- Do you participate in regional events or other activities?
The majority of the estates is listed in the inventory of immovable heritage and ‘vastgesteld’. These estates
are not protected, and the owners do not have direct contact with the Agency of Immovable Heritage (AIH).
The situation is different for the three estates that are protected. They have a direct contact with the AIH
through the agent responsible for the region. Most of the estates exist out of a central part with park and
historical constructions supplemented with forest and agricultural land. As such, most of the participants have
contact with the Agency of Nature and Forest (ANF) and the agricultural sector. Sometimes a part of the estate
is indicated as Nature 2000 area. The owners and managers have sporadic contact with the municipality and
the provincial services.
The conversations make clear that Flemish policy is sometimes perceived as unpredictable. Examples are the
short-term change of policy guidelines, the change of contact persons and with them certain methods of
working, subsidies depending on changing criteria and subsidies for certain instruments that suddenly stop.
Although all the participants understand the need for policy adjustments, it does not help the long-term
management of an estate. It is exactly this long-term management and the help of a steadfast partner, that
helps an estate with its heritage, agricultural grounds and forests to flourish.
Different participants plea for a more holistic approach. This both in relation to the boundaries of protections
which do not leave room to take into account the context of the estate, as in relation to the estate itself which
is often approached sector by sector instead of in its totality. The slow decline of the contextual value of the
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estates and the wish to see a more holistic approach towards the taxes the estates are confronted with are
given amongst others as examples.
We also understood there is need for more clarity. In relation to heritage, assessment guidelines and
frameworks can make policy execution more transparent and understandable. A better understanding of
formulated advices and decisions (from ANF, AIH, municipalities, provinces…) can avoid the feeling of
subjectivity and geographical arbitrariness. It becomes clear most of the participants view the debate as an
important instrument in this. When owners and managers can participate on equal grounds in the process or
debate leading to a decision influencing the estate or its context, the mutual understanding will grow.

“A part of our fear stems from the past.”
Amaury de Crombrugghe

The observation is made that experiences from the (distant) past still influence the perception of Flemish
policy. The mistrust, that is still present sometimes, finds its origin partly in the past and hinders a positive
cooperation between the different parties. A cooperation is too often perceived by the estate owners as an
interference and a burden today and this is not good. Relating these challenges, the mediating and supporting
role of organisations such as the ‘Bosgroep’ and ‘Landelijk Vlaanderen’ together with project related initiatives
such as Innocastle are perceived as valuable.

“We are stuck in an adversarial approach too much. This is not good. It is only a small
shift towards a partnership approach…. The win-win is important for this. The means to
look at what is best for the estate and its surroundings. A holistic approach.”
Gustaaf Sap.

There is a clear wish to look to the future, to be able to debate constructively and to cooperate with trust and
respect for each other. A holistic approach of the estate and its broader context seems necessary in this
respect. How can the different spatial claims be met in a balanced way while at the same time strengthening
the quality of the surroundings? In this future partnership it is necessary to view everybody as a partner with
good intentions and own specific knowledge, capacities and expectations.
On the base of our numbers, roughly 25% of the estates in the Landscape park Bulskampveld have a (partly)
public function. At the same time, all the participants indicate the important social function an estate has for
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the local community. Almost all private owners are open-minded towards proposals and questions from the
local community. One estate allows guided visits arranged with the help of the municipality. Another estate
makes a part of his infrastructure freely available to people from the municipality and marry in the local church.
Other estates allow mountain bike rides, guided tours, Halloween events, Easter egg hunts, school visits and
so forth sporadically.

“We have the privilege to live where we live. You do something in return. On my estate the dog
school comes by three times a year and I receive a bottle of wine in return. This is how it
should be…”
André Bosmans

These informal openings are viewed by the estate owners as an evident social commitment. They do not
expect some sort of direct financial compensation and there is also no wish to create a more formal framework
for this. They do not expect direct compensation or actions from the government although certain owners are
left with a feeling this social commitment is not valued correctly.
Most of the owners, at the same time, value the control they have over the estate and expect a certain respect
from the people who visit or use the estate. A continuous or thorough opening up of the estate is for none of
the owners an option today. The two domains within the region which are generally open to the public also
mention the control over the estate as an important issue. The management of the (occasional) visitor is a
point of attention both for the private as public estate.
All the participants have the opinion that private management supplements management by governmental
institutions and other organisations such as ‘Natuurpunt’ because those type of owners lack a personal bond
with the region. The estate managed by such organisations is either publicly accessible or completely
inaccessible and is adapted accordingly.

“The government is more open and willing to cooperate as we maybe think. If we can
approach them within a specific framework such as the Landscape park Bulskampveld,
maybe more is possible.”
Gustaaf Sap.

This social engagement finds its origin partially in the personal connection owners have with their region. The
Landscape park Bulskampveld can be the framework to connect to other direct stakeholders within the region
to develop the region together on the one hand. Elements such as changing water levels due to nature
development and climate changes, biking networks, guided tours passing different estates, the contextual
quality of heritage sites and so on. On the other hand, by unifying forces within the Landscape park, it can be
the framework to mobilise higher instances.
The Landscape park is an initiative that started top-down and mostly still functions this way. To be successful
it must also be appropriated from the ground up. A meeting between the different owners and managers of
estates within the region, as today, increases the bottom-up value of the Landscape park. Such a meeting, if
periodically, could increase the solidarity between the estates and could realise an interaction between private
and public estates.
There is a certain wish to organise these meetings periodically and to check if it would be possible and
interesting to organise a meeting between owners, managers and the different policy domains active in the
region. Both these types of meetings could be approached as a kind of learning network in which everybody
is valued for his/her personal expertise and experiences. It is important to think about the continuity and
impact of these possible meetings: Who will take the initiative both from an organisational and content point
of view and what will happen with the results of these meetings? It seems desirable to attach a certain
formality to these meetings to guarantee their success.
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Heritage owners would benefit from help both with vision forming, conversion and management of
heritage.
The subsidies for heritage management plans do no longer exist.
A perimeter is somehow needed to safeguard the contextual value of historical estates.
A protected estate has undergone numerous changes throughout its history. Today it should be easier
to continue that thread of change.
The family context of a private estate is valuable due to the immaterial heritage, its social connection
to the community and the approachability of the owner.
The ambiguity concerning the new double glass norm in relation to heritage is difficult.
There is an impression that the specifications of the Agency of Immovable Heritage sometimes
needlessly increase the price of the construction works. This at the expense of both the owner and
the subsidising government.
It could be good to highlight in some way the social engagement of estate owners and managers.
The special procedure for heritage premiums is understood as problematic
The standard procedure for heritage premiums is understood as good.
The ‘Erfgoedkluis’ is a helpful instrument.
The quality of the contact with the regional agent of the Agency of Immovable Heritage depends from
person to person.
The owner should have an important voice in the debate on the different heritage values of an estate
(pre and post protection debates). Today it is sometimes difficult to understand as an owner why for
example a certain façade needs to be restored to the situation from the 19 th century and not the 17th
century, similar to other facades on the estate. Such differentiations can have certain financial
consequences.
The ‘Kadastraal Inkomen’ is calculated on all the buildings in their totality, while in heritage situations,
more than other cases, large parts of the building(s) user-value is difficult to activate.
An estate is a package and should be threaded by the government as a package.
When developing an integrated management plan, it is sometimes unclear which aspect is under the
authority of which institution. This hinders the development of the plan.

This report will be sent to all participants.
HoGent-Kask will organise a follow up meeting with a broader range of stakeholders.

Presentation
Scan meeting notes: see below.
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